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Abstract: Problem statement: The main goal behind this study tries to figure out whether or not the leader’s supportive behavior will influence subordinates’ creativity and is there any affection of trust between leaders’ supportive behavior and subordinates’ creativity? Approach: This study was conducted to examine the relationships between leader support behavior and subordinate creativity and the moderating effect of trust on subordinates’ creativity under the leader support behavior. Results: From the analysis, we found the supportive behavior of leaders, employees’ creativity and employee to leaders’ trust is significant related and trust is also partial moderating. Conclusion: Based on the finding of this study, we argue that leadership of creative subordinates required leader support behavior and trust in management, thus, the creativity in organization could be enhanced.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of innovation to 20th century is as systematic view to 50 ages, TQM to 80 ages, time and efficiency management to 90 ages, which are the key factors for maintaining the competition of an organization (Jaussi and Dionne, 2003). It is necessary for a company to get the competition advantage by concentrating on the production to creativity (Drucker, 2000). Not just improve the process, quality, technology, or provide new service and product but also handle the competitor from national to international (Andriopoulos and Lowe, 2000; Cummings and Oldham, 1997). Innovation is the only way to survive and run for the organization in the long-term and multi-changing environment (Dess and Pickens, 2000; Tushman and O’ Reilly, 1997).

The performance of an enterprise comes from its employees’ creativity. Amabile (1988) pointed out creativity is the knowledge base of innovation. In fact, personal creativity is influenced by specific personal characteristic and environment factors. Many researches said creativity is not equal intelligence; such as Sterberg and Lubart (1995). Researchers found that environment factors have more to do with the creativity (Amabile, 1988; Woodman et al., 1993). The only way is staying in the creativity surrounding to simulate new ideas for better organizational innovation. So, creativity can be created and how to simulate employees’ creativity will be an important task.

There are many organizational environment factors to influence employees’ cognition. Sternberg and Lubart (1995) all believed that the member of organization was influenced by many organization’s powers, such as leadership, group cohesiveness and so on. Those surrounding factors all prevent employees’ creativity and most of them were controlled by leader’s dominance. Leaders effect employee’s creativity most (Hage and Dewar, 1973), especially in the supportive degree of innovation, if leaders guide them with high support and low control (Oldham and Cummings, 1996) or with democracy and caring leadership (Kanter, 1983), that would help employees to have creativity. From literatures we found the research of leader and creativity concentrated more on how leaders “support” the idea of innovation, so what kind of behavior will cause employees to feel supported is going to be concerned.
At the same time of exploiting the creativity, the employee will let himself or herself get into a dangerous situation because the new idea sometimes involves risk, uncertain and fail (Andriopoulos and Lowe, 2000; Rubenson and Runco, 1992). However, not only for employees but leaders have the same degree of failing risk under this situation, so trust between each other is really important (Smith, 2002). The leader has to trust the ability of employees and employees have to trust the promise of innovation of the leader. Also the research of team climate for innovation believed building a circumstance for developing creativity will be important to include trust and the feeling of safeness (Chandler et al., 2000; Ragazzoni et al., 2002; Isaksen and Lauer, 2002; Smith, 2010). Therefore, if employees feel free to have new ideas and do innovation, then it will be very critical in the trust of leader (Chandler et al., 2000).

Trust accelerates bilateral negotiation and the quality of cooperation to make personnel simply and more efficiency in the organization (Young and Wilkinson, 1989). Mayer et al. (1995) proposed trust affect the employees’ degree of risk-taking and influence the willingness for sharing information. If there is no trust relationship in between, employees will worry the negative side of knowledge sharing, then reject the idea of devising. Therefore, there should be some influence between the leader and employees’ trust relationship to share information and developing creativity.

Many scholars believe that the effect of creativity on leaders’ supportive behavior to subordinate is important but lacking discussion. Innovation involves uncertainty and risk and in a higher risk situation, trust is more critical. The purpose of this research is finding what kind of behavior of the leader waking employees’ feeling of supportive and causing them to take the risk for creativity. Also, it is going to prove the role of trust in the development of creativity. In enterprise, the development of employees’ creativity has something to do with the support of leaders. In this study, we focus on finding what kind of leadership behavior will make employees to feel supportive then to exploit creativity, also knowing the role of trust from leader and employees’ interaction. Therefore, the goal of this study is, first, to figure out whether or not the leader’s supportive behavior will influence subordinates’ creativity. Second, is there any affection of trust between leaders’ supportive behavior and subordinates’ creativity?

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Creativity:** Creativity is simply the production of novel, appropriate ideas in any realm of human activity (Amabile, 1997). The idea of novel is not just different from what has been done before but must be appreciate to the problem presented. Cates (1979) believed creativity is a flexible thinking ability and breaks the formal or old thinking model. However, the “connect” ability is also being concerned. Taylor (1959) said creativity is an ability connecting unrelated or a message to new products. Wiles defined creativity as an ability to connect different things and ideas to new relations. Also, creativity is a new idea or product, or connecting exist idea or product to a new form.

Some scholars believe creativity is a thinking process or the ability to solve problem in the thinking process using creativity to get creativity outcome. Creativity is a process of novel and sometimes having the new ideas (Albrecht and Hall, 1991). And creativity is novel or originally brain new (uncreative) or an important but useful product, idea or procedure (Oldham and Cumming, 1996). Isaksen and Lauer (2002) believed creativity is a re-hypothesis, revise or remodel the hypothesis to solve the problem. Therefore, the ability of solving unknown problem is called creativity.

Moreover, people get confused between creativity and innovation all the time, in fact, they are different. In general, creativity is the knowledge base of innovation that means the ability or a thinking process but innovation is an actual action that is product development or process improvement. Innovation is a process of making creativity thinking to a product or getting new ideas (Coade, 1999). Innovation and creativity are highly correlated.

In fact, biologist believed creativity comes from interaction between right and left part of brain. Psychologists concern deeply on its motivation, if individual has highly passion on one thing or really love to do one thing then the creativity will produce most and well performed. People will be most creative when they are primarily intrinsically motivated rather than extrinsically motivated (Amabile, 1997). Socialist believed creativity is not only a characteristic and they devoted on special social or environment will produce or influence one’s creativity.

From above, we know the outcome of organizational creativity is not only decided on personal characteristic but organizational surrounding is directly or indirectly to effect it. For increasing employees’ creativity most should be their supervisor in organization (Remond et al., 1993). Supervisory encouragement is a controllable and most directly factor (Amabile et al., 2004).
Leadership and creativity: There are many ways to affect group, including model role, goal defining by supervisor. They also pass organization model and value, building group model and environment or organization climate. A leader doesn’t necessary to have special creativity but to know how to manage other’s creation and to blow other’s potential (Tushman and O’Reily, 1997).

Affecting employee’s creativity by three ways: First, defining problem and showing an organization vision in the long-term over short-term business outcome more clearly, for example, growth and value rather than profit. Second, leaders are the key factor to outcome more clearly, for example, growth and value, building group model and environment or organization climate. A leader doesn’t necessary to have special creativity but to know how to manage other’s creation and to blow other’s potential (Tushman and O’Reily, 1997).

There are many ways to involve in intrinsic and outer motivational environment leaders were relied in the degree of organization trust; cooperation more efficiency is the trust between team members; the success of organization change for leaders were relied in the degree of organization trust; the organization climate of trust made members express their feelings and ideas, learning together and sharing information.

Mayer et al. (1995) believed that trust is trustor based on the expectation of others, no matter having the capability of controlling the trustee or not. He or she is willing to explore him or herself in a risky situation. From expectative perspective to view trust, it is a kind of situation that related with positive expectation from others’ motivation and involved with unknown or non-controlling risk (Lewicki and Bunker, 1996). La Porte and Metlay (1996) defined trust is trustor believes trustee will consider trustor’s positive advantage even trustor will not control or interrupt trustee’s negative behavior. From scholars’ trust definition of above, we all know that trust is a personal subjective psychology status.

McCauley and Kuhntert pointed out trust in the organization has multi-dimensional direction. Costigan believed group is the foundation of working environment and trusting each other is quiet important for obtaining organization’s goal. Some researchers believed interpersonal trust including cognitive and affected trust and dyadic trust means the interpersonal trust relationship of members to supervisor or co-worker. This kind of trust will affect the willingness, motivation, confidence and assertiveness of an employee for taking risk. In social exchange viewpoint, it is focusing on the interaction relationship of interpersonal. Lewis and Weigert (1985) believed trust is a multi-dimension perspective and there are three types of it: (1) A cognitive psychological process and rational decision when trustor exchanger is worthiness to trust or not. (2) An emotional trust bases on the emotional mortgage and the truth of care from attending exchange activities. (3) The behavior trust is that trustor relies on trustee’s behavior.

This study uses McAllister’s pointed of view. Based on the Lewis and Weigert, he assorted personal trust in cognition-based and affect-based trust and defined as (1) cognition-based is trustor depends on cognition (the skill, interpersonal knowledge or professional task degree of trustee) to choose relying trustee or not. (2) Affect-based connotes a good intention, which means trustee banish self-seeking, to trustee representing non-return and altruism. And it shows partners are willing to care each other and believing their relationship and rely on this feeling. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H1-1: Leader support behavior and subordinate creativity are related.
H1-2: Leader support behavior and subordinate trust are related.
H1-3: Subordinate to leader’s trust and its creativity are highly related.

H2-1: Leader support behavior to subordinate creativity with effect.

H2-2: Leader support behavior to subordinate trust is highly related.

H2-3: Degree of trust of subordinate to leader to creativity with effect.

H2-4: The trust of subordinate to leader moderate leader behavior to subordinate’s creativity.

Sample and procedure: Data for this study were collected from the employees highly interactive with their direct supervisor, group cooperation and non-routine job character in the enterprise. All 400 full-time employees were surveyed, yielding 320 completed surveys (80% respond rate). Demographic data showed almost 72% of the employee held an above undergraduate degree. Respondents represented the six industrialists: 32% electronic, 22% public advertising, 17% manufacture, 17% software design, 8% finance and 5% book trade (62% were male and 38% were female). 78% of age was below 40. The most organizational tenure was 1 to 3 years: 29%, more than 10 years for 24%. Almost 87% direct supervisors held an above undergraduate degree (78% were male and 22% were female).

Measure: This study is using Amabile’s research to analysis the supportive behavior. The questionnaire based on the cognition. Items used a 4-point format ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (to a great extent) for each scale measure. Testing trust, we use McAllister (1995) scale to measure affect-based and cognition-based trust ($\alpha = 0.91; 0.89$). On the part of creativity, we use Zhou and George (2001) developing the creativity scale to measure it ($\alpha = 0.96$).

Each questionnaire represents higher score with higher supportive behavior, trust or creativity. This study also use t-test and one-way ANOVA to test individual difference and the result shows creativity exploring and trust degree have nothing to do with individual difference.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using Pearson correlation to test the whole concept of the frame work, leaders’ supportive behavior is positive related with creativity and trust and it has the same result with the literature review. Also, from the Table 1, absolute authority, autonomy and admiration leadership are all positive significant with creativity. Absolute authority, autonomy and admiration leadership are positive significant relation to both the affected and cognitive trust. But the supervision leadership has a negative significant relation with trust. For the trust and creativity, two constructs have positive significant correlations. Therefore, the higher degree of trust from leaders to employee will cause the higher performance on employees’ creativity thinking and action.

The regression analysis is used to test the individual different leadership behavior to creativity. This regression Equation has 8 percent of explanation to creativity ($R^2 = 0.08$), absolute authority leadership behavior ($\beta = 0.21, p<0.01$), autonomy leadership behavior ($\beta = 0.18, p<0.05$) are positive significant related and assign leadership behavior is negative significant related ($\beta = 0.20, p<0.01$). There is a 71 percent explanation of five leadership behavior constructs to trust ($R^2 = 0.71$). Absolute authority leadership behavior ($\beta = 0.39, p<0.01$), autonomy leadership behavior ($\beta = 0.29, p<0.01$) are positive significant related and supervision leadership behavior is negative significant related ($\beta = 0.20, p<0.01$). Also, trust to creativity is positive significant related ($\beta = 0.26, p<0.01$) and there is 6.5 percent explanation.

Table 1: The study of each variable related coefficient matrix

| Absolute Authority Leadership B | Assign Leadership B | 0.62** | —       |
| Autonomy Leadership B | 0.58** | 0.41** | —       |
| Admiration Leadership B | 0.30** | 0.21** | 0.40** | —       |
| Supervision Leadership B | -0.17** | -0.07 | -0.31** | -0.44** | —       |
| Affected Trust | 0.65** | 0.42** | 0.64** | 0.60** | -0.46** | —       |
| Cognitive Trust | 0.68** | 0.45** | 0.64** | 0.54** | -0.30** | 0.77** | —       |
| Total Trust | 0.70** | 0.46** | 0.68** | 0.60** | -0.44** | 0.92** | 0.96** | —       |
| Creative Thinking | 0.17** | 0.01 | 0.21** | 0.10 | -0.07 | 0.18** | 0.23** | 0.22** | —       |
| Creative Action | 0.19** | 0.01 | 0.20** | 0.13** | -0.07 | 0.22** | 0.22** | 0.23** | 0.58** | —       |
| Total Creativity | 0.21** | 0.01 | 0.23** | 0.14** | -0.08 | 0.23** | 0.25** | 0.26** | 0.40** | 0.95** | —       |
| Total Leadership B | 0.95** | 0.74** | 0.69** | 0.48** | -0.09 | 0.67** | 0.70** | 0.73** | 0.16** | 0.18** | 0.19** |

*: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001
From Table 2 it can be seen, in order to know whether or not a significant moderating effect is between trust and the study model, we use five individual leadership behaviors to be the regression equation one. Overall trust and five leadership behavior constructs are equation two and the interaction of trust with each leadership behavior are equation three. The result shows each regression equation is significant and from equation three we may see a moderating effect for trust to autonomy leadership behavior and creativity ($\beta = 2.196, p<0.01$). Also, the equation four find is trying to find out cognitive trust to the effect of this study model and it is the interaction between five constructs of leadership behavior and cognitive trust. The result shows cognitive trust to autonomy leadership behavior and employee’s creativity has a moderating effect ($\beta = 1.656, p<0.01$). The last part tests the moderating effect of affected trust to this study model. The equation five is the interaction between affected trust and each leadership behavior. Result shows affected trust to autonomy leadership behavior and employee’s creativity is a positive moderating effect ($\beta = 1.946, p<0.01$) and to assign leadership behavior is a negative moderating effect ($\beta = -1.028, p<0.05$).

From the previous analysis, we found the supportive behavior of leaders, employees’ creativity and employee to leaders’ trust is significant related and trust is also partial moderating. By approving leaders’ supportive behavior, we know it has significant correlation to subordinates’ creativity and it also has a positive correlation to the trust degree of subordinates to leaders. And the trust degree to leaders and the exploring creativity of subordinates is also significant related. The supportive behavior to creativity and the trust degree are significant to both models and the trust degree of employees to leaders to employees’ creativity is also positive related. Therefore, hypotheses are supported. In the moderating effect part, trust does affect autonomy leadership behavior to creativity and affected trust is also affecting the autonomy and the assign leadership behavior to creativity.

Scholars found there is no significant difference between personal characteristic and the degree of trust (Daley and Vasu, 1998). Our data shows personal characteristic, as gender, education, has no significant difference with the trust degree of employee to leader which means behavior is a more important factor. Personal characteristic also has no significant difference to creativity and it is also the same with our hypothesis which is that there are more important factors to affect personal creativity. Five dimensions are included in the research: absolute authority leader behavior, assign leader behavior, autonomy leader behavior, admiration leader behavior and supervision leader behavior. In fact, absolute authority leader behavior, autonomy leader behavior and admiration leader behavior have significant related with creativity.

Data shows the five dimensions of leader’s supported behavior to affected, cognitive and overall trust has significant correlation (R square = 0.7) and
71.1% of variance explained. Supervision leader behavior is negative related to trust and it is different with Amabile’s study (a positive concept). The better explanation might be because the difference between eastern and western culture. Westerns concern more privacy than Eastern people and if leaders care more about employees’ work in the non-office hours, the employees will be affected but eastern employees will be harried.

Chandler et al. (2000) believed that exploring the uncertainty and risk of creativity is more important to the trust of leaders. This study shows the trust degree of employees to leaders is positive significant related to creativity. When employees believe the supportive and commitment of leaders will cause employees to take the risk and perform creativity. Also, affected trust moderates assign and autonomy leader behavior to creativity. It shows leaders respect employees and let they get more autonomy, but there should be a trust building to explore creativity.

CONCLUSION

From this research, it indicates employees feel supportive behavior will help to cause creativity and trust is also an important factor. For creativity, first, leaders should build absolute power image, let employees believe that they have absolute power, including resource giving, solving problem or negotiating with others, to increase their security. Second, positive return and suggestion, if employees have new ideas, leaders should let employees feel that they are respected and avoid inappropiate criticizes and produce innovation together (Jaussi and Dionne, 2003; Corti et al., 2010). Third, highly individual concern, leaders are not only concern employees’ job but also should care more about personal feeling in the daily life. Forth, trust employees and respect their work autonomy, leaders could express trust by using words, action or attitude and respect employees’ voice. Fifth, admiring excellent performance, leaders should give positive appropriate encourage letting employees do creativity more.

For trust, first, lower supervision will build trust stronger. Then, clear objective to assign appropriate job, leaders should give employee specialty work, clear objective and decide deadline together, that is higher participate degree, to accelerate trust (Carifio, 2010). Also, they should avoid the same routine job in a long time.

There are also some limitations in this study. First, collecting sample use a convenience way and it may not control the target group. Second, the measure tool is control the target group. Second, the measure tool is control the target group. Second, the measure tool is control the target group. Second, the measure tool is control the target group. Second, the measure tool is develop and changed from scholars’ qualitative research. There might be some misleading on the language or culture to influence validity and reliability.

For future research, the trust for higher-up to underling or between coworker to organization climate might be influenced in certain degree. If latter researchers could include it, then the study will be more complete. The questionnaire could be more mature developing for broadly use.
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